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Abstract 
Asymmetric electrostatic forces are a very interesting and new phenomenon. The magnitude of an 
electrostatic force that acts on a point charge does not change when the direction of the electric 
field is reversed. On the contrary, the magnitude of the electrostatic force that acts on a charged 
asymmetric shaped conductor does change when the direction of the electric field is reversed. 5 
years ago, this phenomenon was reported by a simple experiment and a simulation and named as 
an Asymmetric electrostatic force unofficially by the author. After that, several simulations con-
firmed this phenomenon. However, several experiments did not yet confirm it clearly. The differ-
ence between the simulations and the experiments depends upon differences of their conditions. 
The simulations had been done under ideal (perfect) conditions; the experiments, on the contrary, 
had been done under actual (not perfect) conditions. In the new experiment, its conditions were 
improved to near ideal (perfect) conditions. As a result the existence of the Asymmetric electros-
tatic force was more clearly confirmed. 
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1. Introduction 
Historically, the main application of electrostatics has been Xerography and powder coating. The main materials 
used in these technologies are charged powders. The electrostatic force that acts on this powder has been calcu-
lated using the following Coulomb equation:  

F qE=                                         (1) 

where F : Electrostatic force [N]; q : Charge quantity [C]; E : Strength of electric field [V/m]. 
This equation can be applied to a point charge [1], and a charged powder can be treated as a point charge. It is 

apparent from this equation that the magnitude of the electrostatic force that acts on the charged powder does not 
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change when the direction of the electric field is reversed. 
On the contrary, the magnitude of the electrostatic force that acts on a asymmetric charged conductor changes 

largely when the direction of the electric field is reversed. It was found by simple simulation and experiment on 
2009 [2]. And this phenomenon was named as Asymmetric electrostatic force unofficially. 

The existence of this phenomenon has been confirmed by a few simulations [3]-[6]. But it has not yet been 
confirmed clearly by experiments [3] [4] [6]. For example, Figure 1 shows the latest result of this phenomenon 
study.  

In this figure, the electrostatic force in forward electric field is larger than that in backward electric field. 
However, the difference between those two forces is very large in simulation, but it is very small in experiment. 
Therefore, this experiment result can not confirm the existence of this phenomenon clearly. 

This study has been done with using a cylinder-disk shape conductor and a small experimental instrument. 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the asymmetric conductor and the instrument respectively.  
 

 
Figure 1. Electrostatic forces that acts on the charged asymmetric con-
ductor in forward or backward electric field. They were measured by 
the experiment, and simulated by the axis symmetry finite difference 
method (previous work).                                        

 

 
Figure 2. The front and side view of the asymmetric shaped conductor 
(previous and new work).                                        

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic layout of the experimental instrument used to 
measure the shifted distance of the asymmetric conductor by a elec-
trostatic force (previous work).                                       
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The difference between the simulation result and the experiment result must be depending on their different 
conditions. There are three important differences between the simulation and the experiment. First of all, elec-
trostatic force acts on the surface of the asymmetric conductor perpendicularly in the simulation, but it acts on 
obliquely in the experiment as shown in Figure 4.  

The reason is that the asymmetric conductor was made by thin aluminium plate and the surface became thin 
Al2O3 layer naturally.  

Secondarily, the cylinder surface of the asymmetric conductor is always parallel to the direction of the electric 
field and the disk surface is always perpendicular to the direction of the electric field in the simulation, but the 
surfaces are not parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the electric field as shown in Figure 5 actually.  

Thirdly, the distance between the asymmetric conductor and the electrode is kept 50 mm in simulation. But it 
was shorten to 20 mm in experiment as shown in Figure 5 actually. As a result, image force between the asym-
metric conductor and the electrode became large.  

Therefore, if those three differences between the simulation and the experiment are reduced, the experimental 
result will be closer to the simulation result and the existence of Asymmetric electrostatic force will be con-
firmed more clearly.  

2. Experiment 
Figure 2 shows the front and side views of the asymmetric shaped conductor used in this experiment. They are 
axis symmetrical shaped conductors. Because the latter mentioned simulation method can only simulate axis- 
symmetrical shaped conductors. 
 

 
Figure 4. Electric line of force acting on the Al layer perpendicularly 
and electric line of force acting on the Al2O3 layer covering the Al layer 
obliquely.                                                    

 

 
Figure 5. Maximum angle of the surface of the asymmetric conductor 
is about 13 degree to the electric field (previous work).                  
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The asymmetric conductor consists of a disk and a hollow cylinder, as shown in Figure 2. The diameters of 
the disk and cylinder are 30.0 mm and 20.0 mm, respectively. The width of the cylinder is 10.0 mm. They were 
made from thin gilding aluminium plates. As a result, the electrostatic force always acts on the gold surface per-
pendicularly. The thicknesses of the disk and the cylinder are 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm respectively. Because the 
asymmetric conductor was made by hand, the cylinder surface of the asymmetric conductor is not perfectly pa-
rallel to the direction of the electric field and the disk surface is not perfectly perpendicular to the direction of 
the electric field. 

Figure 6 shows the schematic layout of the improved experimental instrument that was used to measure the 
distance that the asymmetric conductor was shifted by an electrostatic force. 

The instrument consisted of two parallel electrodes and a parallel ruler. The distance between the electrodes 
was enlarged from previous 100 mm to 200 mm. As a result, the minimum distance between the asymmetric 
conductor and the electrode was enlarged from previous 20 mm to 70 mm. Then the maximum image force be-
tween the asymmetric conductor and the electrode was reduced to less than 1/10.  

One electrode was connected to a high-voltage power supply, and the other was grounded. As a result, a 
strong electric field was created between them. The electric field had two directions, to which I refer as the for-
ward and backward direction electric fields. 

The asymmetric conductor were hung with four raw silk threads at the center of the two electrodes. The 
length of the threads was enlarged from previous 170 mm to 460 mm. As a result, maximum angle of the surface 
of the asymmetric conductor to the direction of the electric field is reduced from about 13 degree to about 3 de-
gree. 

Those threads served as insulators. The position of the asymmetric conductor was measured by the eye using 
the ruler. Matsusada Precision HAR-50P6 was used as a high voltage power supply. The amount of charge on 
the asymmetric conductor was measured using a coulomb meter (Type NK-1001 KASUGA DENKI, INC. Ja-
pan).  

Figure 7 shows an explanatory drawing of the experimental procedure.  
The experiment was performed using the following procedure: 
1) The left and right electrodes were grounded, and the asymmetric conductor was put in contact with the 

narrow grounded aluminium tape to discharge. 
2) The non-charged conductor was centered between the electrodes, and the position of the conductor was 

measured using the ruler. This position was the start position. 
3) The right electrode was charged to +22 kV, and the left electrode was grounded to create the electric field. 
4) The conductor was contacted with the narrow grounded aluminum tape for induction charging. The tape 

was then kept away from the conductor so that the negative charge was maintained on the conductor. 
  

 
Figure 6. Schematic layout of the improved experimental instrument 
used to measure the shifted distance of the asymmetric conductor by a 
electrostatic force (new work).                                    
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Figure 7. A schematic of the experimental procedure.                         

 
5) The right electrode was grounded again. After that, the charged conductor continued to vibrate. It even-

tually came to rest at or near the starting position. 
6) The right electrode was charged up to +10 kV, and as a result, the negatively charged conductor was shifted 

to the right by the electrostatic force that acted on this conductor. This electric field was the forward direction 
electric field. The shifted position of the conductor was measured with the ruler. The voltage of the right elec-
trode was subsequently changed from +10 kV to +12 kV, and a new position was measured. Furthermore, the 
voltage was changed to +14 kV, +16 kV, +18 kV and +20 kV, and each position were measured. The difference 
between the shifted position and the start position was the shifted distance D  of the asymmetric conductor. 

7) The right electrode was grounded, and the left electrode was connected to a high-voltage power supply to 
create a backward direction electric field between them. 

8) The same procedure as 6) was repeated.  
This experiment was repeated 6 times. Figure 8 shows the measured shifted distance of the asymmetric con-

ductor.  
This experiment was performed in a low temperature (15˚C) and low humidity (10% RH) room. It is expected 

that the induced charge on the asymmetric conductor will not diminish for a considerable amount of time. For 
confirming this expectation, the amount of charge on the asymmetric conductor was measured using the Cou-
lomb meter. It was measured at 20, 40, 60, 120, 180, 300 and 600 sec after the induction charging. The mea-
surement was repeated two times. Figure 9 shows those results. 

It is apparent from Figure 9 that the induced charge on the conductor is not constant and reduces as a function 
of time. The above-mentioned experimental procedure needed approximately 310 sec from the charge induction 
to the final measurement. Therefore, the charge quantity on the asymmetric conductor is not treated as constant. 
However, the rate of change is not large due to the low temperature and low humidity environment. The decay 
rate can be presented as the following equation:  

6.05 0.4logy x= −                                    (2) 

where y : Quantity of charge (nC); X : time after charge induction (sec). 
Therefore, the measured shifted distances with a slightly decayed charge were corrected to the shifted distance 

with the same charge quantity of the first measurement by using Equation (2). Because, the electrostatic force is 
proportional to the quantity of the charge and the shifted distance is proportional to the electric force.  

Figure 10 shows the corrected measured shifted distances of the asymmetric conductor.  
In Figure 10, the shifted distances in the forward electric field are almost larger than the shifted distances in 

the backward electric field. But, some shifted distances in the forward electric field are equivalent or lower than 
the shifted distances in the backward electric field. If it happens at the same charge quantity, the existence of 
Asymmetric electrostatic force will be refused.  
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Figure 8. The shifted distance of the asymmetric conductor that was measured 
six times with six different strength electric field (original data).                

 

 
Figure 9. Quantity of charge on the asymmetric conductor in low temperature 
(15˚C) and low humidity (10% RH) condition as function of time.               

 

 
Figure 10. The shifted distance of the asymmetric conductor that was meas-
ured six times with six different strength electric field (charge quantity correc-
tion data).                                                           

 
Therefore, the both shifted distances in the same experiment, that means the same charge quantity, are com-

pared. Figure 11 shows that result.  
In Figure 11, all shifted distances in the forward electric field are larger than that in the backward electric 

field. The differences of the shifted distances between the six experiments depend on the induced charge quanti-
ty difference ( )4.5 0.5 nC− ± .  

Next, those measured shifted distances were converted into electrostatic forces that acted on the asymmetric 
conductor with the following procedure.  
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Figure 11. The shifted distance of the asymmetric conductor when the applied 
voltage was 20 kV. That was measured repeatedly six times (Exp.1 - Exp.6).     

 
The shifted distance D  is related to the length L  and the height Y  of the silk thread attached to the 

asymmetric conductor, as shown in Figure 12. 
The ratio of the lengths : :L D Y  is the same as the ratio of the three forces: the tension of the thread Fs, the 

electrostatic force Fe, and the gravitational force Fg. The horizontal component of the tension of the thread 
( )Fsh  is equal to the electrostatic force (Fe), and the vertical component of the tension of the thread ( )Fsv  is 
equal to the gravitational force ( )Fg . Therefore, the electrostatic force ( )Fe  was calculated from the shifted 
distance ( )D , the thread length ( )L  and the gravitational force ( )Fg  using the following Equation (3) 

2 2
Fe Fg tan Fg FgD D

Y L D
θ= × = × = ×

−
                           (3)  

where 460 mmL =  and Fg 9.51 mN= , which was calculated using the measured weight of the asymmetric 
conductor (0.97 g).  

The electrostatic force that acted on the negatively charged asymmetric conductor in different electric fields 
were calculated from the corrected shifted distances that were presented in Figure 10 using Equation (3). 

Figure 13 show the results. 
It is apparent from Figure 13 that the magnitude of the electrostatic force that acts on the charged asymmetric 

conductor in the forward electric field is larger than the magnitude of the electrostatic force that acts on the 
charged asymmetric conductor in backward electric field. 

Therefore, the existence of Asymmetric electrostatic force is more clearly confirmed with the improved expe-
rimental instrument than the previous work.  

3. Theory 
The first reason of Asymmetric electrostatic force is the transfer of the charge (electron) in the asymmetric con-
ductor. Namely, many of the induced charge (electron) concentrate into the disk at the forward electric field. But 
at the backward electric field, many electrons transfer to the cylinder. The concentrate rate of the electron to the 
disk is not constant. It changes depend on not only shape of the conductor, but also quantity of charge (electron) 
and the strength of the electric field.  

For an example, Figure 14 shows a simulated charge distribution of the disk-cylinder shape conductor.  
It has seven different surface areas as shown at Figure 14 left half. Figure 14 right half shows the charge 

quantity on the seven different areas at the forward and backward electric field. It is apparent from this graph 
that many charges (electrons) transfer from the front surface of the disk to the cylinder when the direction of the 
electric field is reversed. 

This is a simulation result. Therefore, trial experiment to confirm this charge (electron) transfer had been per-
formed. The charged asymmetric conductor was separated in the high electric field. And quantity of the charge 
on the disk and quantity of the charge on the cylinder were measured separately. This separating was performed 
by hand. As a result, many times it failed. Only a few times it succeeded. Figure 15 shows the succeeded result.  

It is apparent from this graph that many charges (electrons) actually gather to the disk of the charge carrier at 
the forward electric field and many charges (electrons) actually gather to the cylinder of the charge carrier at the 
backward electric field. 

The second reason of Asymmetric electrostatic force is the well-known nature of a charged conductor. Namely, 
the electrostatic force that acts on the surface of the conductor is always perpendicular to the surface.  
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The disk-cylinder shape conductor has seven different surface areas as shown at Figure 16 left half.  
The seven electrostatic forces (F1 - F7) that act on the seven different surface areas are all perpendicular to 

each surface. Therefore, three electrostatic forces (F2, F3, and F6) that act on peripheral surfaces of the disk and 
cylinder become zero. Because, they cancel each other at an interval of 180 degrees. 

Figure 16 right half shows the seven electrostatic forces that act on the seven different areas at the forward 
and backward electric field. It is apparent from this figure that the electrostatic force, toward right F7 is larger 
than the electrostatic forces toward left F1 + F4 + F5 at the forward electric field, on the contrary, F1 + F4 + F5 
is not so larger than F7 at the backward electric field. (Caution: three electrostatic forces (F2, F3, and F6) that 
act on peripheral surfaces of the disk and cylinder are totaly zero.)  

This is the main concept of Asymmetric electrostatic force.  
Figure 17 shows the ideal condition of Asymmetric electrostatic force.  
Namely, all charges (electrons) gather on the front surface of the disk that is perpendicular to the electric field 

at the forward electric field, and all charges (electrons) transfer to the peripheral surface of the cylinder that is 
parallel to the electric field at the backward electric field. As a result, strong electrostatic force to right direction 
generates at the forward electric field, and any electrostatic force to left direction does not generate at the back-
ward electric field.  

 

 
Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the electrostatic force, the gravity force and 
the tensile force that acts on the charged asymmetric shaped conductor in a 
electric field.                                                        

 

 
Figure 13. The electrostatic force that acts on the charged asymmetric con-
ductor. It was measured six times with six different strength electric field.       
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Figure 14. The simulated charge quantity on the seven different areas of the 
disk-cylinder shape conductor at the forward and backward electric field.       

 

 
Figure 15. Quantity of the charge on the disk and quantity of the charge on the 
cylinder. They were measured separately after the charged disk-cylinder shape 
conductor was separated in the high electric field.                           

 

 
Figure 16. The seven electrostatic forces that act on the seven different areas 
of the disk-cylinder shape charged conductor at the forward and backward 
electric field.                                                       

 
From this point, this design of the charge carrier shown in Figure 2 is not perfect. Because, some charges 

(electrons) remain on the back surface of the disk at the forward electric field, and some charges (electrons) re-
main on the front surface of the disk at the backward electric field as shown in Figure 14. The best design of the 
charge carrier for Asymmetric electrostatic force has been researching today.  
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Figure 17. The ideal condition of Asymmetric electrostatic force.               

 
Finally, if the shape of the conductor is special, the conductor that has negative charge can progress toward 

negatively high potential place like as the yacht that progress toward the wind [4].  

4. Consideration 
The existence of Asymmetric electrostatic force has been more clearly confirmed by the improved experimental 
instrument. The previous experimental instrument had some differences from the ideal condition (Simulation 
condition). Those differences were improved and the improved experimental condition was close to the ideal 
condition (Simulation condition). Therefore, the experimental result must be close to the simulation result. Then, 
a simulation was performed by the axis symmetry finite difference method using the same conditions with the 
experiment. The detail of the simulation and the reliability of the simulation program are described in Appendix.  

Figure 18 shows the simulation result and the experiment result that is average of the six experiments.  
It is apparent from Figure 1 (previous work) and Figure 18 (new work) that the experimental result of the 

new work is closer to the simulation result than the experimental result of the previous work. However, the new 
work result is not equal to the simulation (ideal) result.  

This is because the inclination of the cylinder of the asymmetric charge carrier to the direction of the electric 
field has not been improved perfectly. If the surface of the cylinder part is parallel to the electric field as shown 
in Figure 19 left half.  

The electrostatic force Fa that acts on the edge A of the cylinder is the same of the electrostatic force Fb that 
acts on the edge B of the cylinder. On the contrary, if the surface of the cylinder part is incline to the electric 
field as shown in Figure 19 right half, electrostatic force Fa becomes strong and electrostatic force Fb becomes 
weak. This is because density of electron and strength of electric field at A become more large and density of 
electron and strength of electric field at B become more little. As a result, parallel component of the electrostatic 
force Fa becomes larger than parallel component of the electrostatic force Fb. Therefore, the backward electros-
tatic force becomes more strong.  

Unfortunately, this is not a simulation result. the axis symmetry finite difference method can not treat this in-
clined condition. Therefore, this is an expectation on my experience.  

If the more improved experimental instrument will be used, the experimental result will be equal to the simu-
lation (ideal) result and the existence of Asymmetric electrostatic force will be perfectly confirmed.  

For that purpose, a new experimental method that keep always the surface of the cylinder part parallel to the 
electric field must be selected. Figure 20 shows the possible method.  

A spring balance is hanging a symmetric charged conductor between the upper electrode and the lower elec-
trode. When high voltage is applied to the lower electrode, the asymmetric conductor will be pulled by an elec-
trostatic force. The strength of the electrostatic force can be calculated by the shifted distance. In this design, it is 
expected that the surface of the cylinder part is always parallel to the electric field. 

And the asymmetric conductor and the experimental instrument must be made by a mechanical method in 
place of a handmade method. 
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Figure 18. Electrostatic forces that acts on the charged asymmetric conductor 
in forward or backward electric field. They were measured by the experiment, 
and simulated by the axis symmetry finite difference method.                 

 

 
Figure 19. The cylinder of the disk-cylinder shape conductor (left) is parallel 
to the direction of the electric field, and the cylinder (right) is not parallel to the 
direction of the electric field.                                               

 

 
Figure 20. A new experimental method that keep always the surface of the cy-
linder part parallel to the electric field. A spring balance is hanging a disk-cy- 
linder shape charged conductor between the upper electrode and the lower 
electrode.                                                           

5. Conclusion 
The existence of Asymmetric electrostatic force has been confirmed more clearly than the previous experiment 
by the improved asymmetric conductor and experimental instrument. However, the experimental result is not yet 
equal to the simulation (ideal) result. Therefore, a new experimental method and a precise manufacture of the 
asymmetric conductor and the experimental instrument must be needed. Then the same experimental result with 
the simulation result will be achieved. As a result, the existence of Asymmetric electrostatic force will be con-
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firmed perfectly.  
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Appendix 
Reliability of the Used Simulation Program  
Usually, the results of the two-dimensional simulation sometimes disagree with the experimental results. There-
fore, simulations must be performed using a three-dimensional method. Unfortunately, I do not have the three- 
dimensional program. I learned the finite difference method from Dr. Matsubara's papers [7]-[9] and wrote a 
two-dimensional program by myself. Fortunately, the axis symmetry finite difference method can simulate the 
three-dimensional world. This is mathematically a two-dimensional program, but this is physically a three-di- 
mensional program. Of course, this program is limited for simulating an axis-symmetric material. However, 
disk- and cylinder-shaped materials can be simulated.  

Before simulating the above-mentioned experiment, the reliability of the handmade simulation program must 
be confirmed. For this purpose, the following problem was selected because this problem can be solved analyti-
cally. 

Figure 21 shows the selected problem [10].  
There are two parallel electrodes. The distance between them is “ d ”. The upper electrode has a voltage V  

applied to it, and the under electrode is grounded. A small conductive sphere is placed on the under electrode. 
The radius of the sphere is “ r ”. If d r , the induced charge Q  and the electrostatic force F  that acts on 
this charge can be calculated using the following equations:  

[ ]2
0 01.645 4π    CQ r Eε= ×                                 (4) 

[ ]2 2
0 01.369 4π     NF r Eε= ×                                 (5) 

where 0E V d= . 
When 1.0 mmr = , 10,000 VV =  and 100.0 mmd = , i.e., 0 100,000 V/mE = , the induced charge Q  

and the electrostatic force F  are calculated using Equations (4) and (5). 

[ ]1.83E 11 CQ = − −  

[ ]1.52E 06 NF = −  

Next, the induced charge Q  and the electrostatic force F  were simulated using the axis symmetry finite 
difference program. Unfortunately, a perfect sphere cannot be made in the axis symmetry finite difference pro-
gram. Therefore, a quasi-sphere was used in place of the perfect sphere. Figure 22 shows the quasi-sphere. 

The quasi-sphere consists of two disks and 18 conical disks. The thickness of those 20 disks was 0.1 mm. The 
diameter of the 2 disks was 1.0 mm. The upper and lower diameters of the 2 conical disks were 0.9 mm and 1.0 
mm, respectively. The other 16 conical disks had different diameters, as shown in Figure 22. 

The induced charge Q  and the electrostatic force F  of the quasi-sphere were simulated using the axis 
symmetry finite difference program. The detail of this simulation is explained below. Figure 23 shows the si-
mulated and calculated results using Equations (4) and (5). 

It is apparent from Figure 23 that the simulation does not agree with the calculated results. Nevertheless, this 
finding does not mean that the handmade simulation program was wrong. It instead means that the quasi-sphere 
was not the same as the perfect sphere. It is apparent from Figure 22 that the volume of the quasi-sphere is less 
than that of the perfect sphere. Both volumes must be the same. The diameter of the perfect sphere that has the 
same volume as the quasi-sphere was determined to be 0.866 mm.  

Figure 24 shows the new calculation result that used the 0.866-mm diameter. 
It is apparent from Figure 24 that the simulation results are in agreement with the calculation results. This 

finding means that this handmade simulation program is accurate. 

The Simulation Method and Its Result 
The above-mentioned experiment was performed between the right and left square electrodes, as shown in Fig- 
ure 6. The height and width of those electrodes were both 100 mm. The distance between the electrodes was 200 
mm.  

This axis symmetry program cannot use square-shaped material. The square electrodes were replaced with 
circular electrodes, as shown in Figure 25.  
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Figure 21. The selected problem that confirm the reliability of the handmade 
axis symmetric finite difference program. A conductive sphere is contacting 
with the under electrode. How much charge will be induced into the sphere?      

 

 
Figure 22. The layout of the quasi-sphere and the upper and lower electrodes.    

 

 
Figure 23. The simulation and calculation results of the induced charge Q and 
the electrostatic force F. The simulation used the quasi-sphere, on the contrary, 
the calculation used the perfect sphere.                                     

 
Each electrode had a radius of 53.7 mm. The distance between the electrodes was 200 mm. The asymmetric 

conductor consisting of a disk and a hollow cylinder (Figure 2) was placed at the center of both electrodes. The 
right electrode, the asymmetric conductor and the left electrode were lined up on the Z-axis, as shown in Figure 
25. 

The simulation target space between the electrodes was divided into small cells. The space was divided into 
40 cells in the R direction and 61 cells on the Z-axis. Figure 26 shows the cells that are around the hollow cy-
linder and part of the disk.  

In Figure 26, broad lines show the surface of the cylinder and the disk of the asymmetric conductor. The si-
mulation accuracy can be improved by minimizing cell, size, this tend to require longer simulation times, how-
ever. Therefore, a cell size of 0.1 mm was limited to the cells around the conductor. The sizes of the cells were 
varied depending on the distance from the conductor: 0.1 mm near the conductor, followed by 0.4 mm, 1.6 mm 
and 6.4 mm near the electrodes. 
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Figure 24. The simulation and calculation results of the induced charge Q and 
the electrostatic force F. The simulation used the quasi-sphere, and, the calcu-
lation used the perfect sphere that has the same volume as the quasi-sphere.      

 

  
Figure 25. The layout of the two electrodes and the asymmetric conductor that 
were used in the axis symmetry finite difference simulation.                  

 

 
Figure 26. The cell layout that are around the hollow cylinder and a part of the 
disk.                                                               

 
The potential at a particular cell point was calculated using the potential of the 4 neighboring cells point (i.e., 

right, left, upper and under). The potential of all 2440 cell points was calculated by solving multiple simultane-
ous equations, starting from points whose potentials were already known. For example, the potential at the 
points of the two electrodes were known. The potentials of those points were +20 kV or 0 V. The strength E of 
the electric field on the surface of the conductor was calculated using the potentials of the four corner points of 
the surface cells that neighbored the conductor. There were 70 surface cells.  

The surface charge density nδ  of the conductor was calculated from the strength of the surface electric field, 
nE , and the vacuum permittivity, 0ε , using the following Equation (6)  

0n nEδ ε=                                         (6) 
where n  is the surface cell’s number. 
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Figure 27. The electrostatic force that acts on the charged asymmetric conductor in 
forward or backward electric field as a function of strength of electric field.            

 
The charge nq  on each surface cell was calculated from the surface charge density nδ  and the area nS  of 

the surface cell using the following Equation (7). 

n n nq Sδ=                                         (7) 

The electrostatic force nF  acting on each surface cell was calculated using the following Equation (8). 

( ) ( )2
02 2n n n n nF q E S Eε= =                                (8) 

The electrostatic force acting on the 7 areas of the conductor was calculated by summing the electrostatic 
forces acting on each cell of the same area. Figure 16 shows the 7 areas and the 7 electrostatic forces that acted 
on these areas when the right electrode was set to +20kV (the forward electric field).  

In the left half of Figure 16, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7 indicate the 7 electrostatic forces that act on the edge 
of the hollow cylinder, outer peripheral area of the hollow cylinder, inner peripheral area of the hollow cylinder, 
outside of the back area of the disk, inside of the back area of the disk, edge of the disk and the front side of the 
disk, respectively. 

The right half of Figure 16 shows the magnitude of the simulated 7 electrostatic forces. This simulation was 
conducted under the following conditions: 

The voltage of the right electrode was 20 kV, the voltage of the left electrode was 0 V and the charge on the 
asymmetric conductor was 4.5 nC− . As mentioned above, the average charge of the asymmetric conductor for 
the first measurement was 4.5 nC− . 

The total electrostatic force Fe that acts on the charged asymmetric conductor was calculated using the fol-
lowing Equation (9): 

( )Fe F7 F1 F4 F5= − + +                                 (9) 

The forces F2 and F3, which act on the outer and inner peripheral surface of the hollow cylinder, and F6, 
which acts on the edge of the disk, were not included in Equation (9) because they cancel each other at an inter-
val of 180 degrees and ultimately become zero. 

For example, in Figure 16,  F1 0.02 mN= − , F4 0.16 mN= − , F5 0.00 mN= −  and F7 0.59 mN= . As a 
result, the total electrostatic force Fe that acts on the asymmetric conductor under the above-mentioned condi-
tions was calculated to be 0.42 mN+ .  

The total electrostatic force that acts on the asymmetric conductors under different conditions was calculated 
using the same method. Figures 27 show the results. 

It is apparent from Figure 27 that if the shape of conductor is asymmetric in the direction of electric field, 
then the magnitude of the electrostatic force that acts on the conductor changes dramatically when the direction 
of the electric field is reversed.  

Therefore, the existence of the Asymmetric electrostatic force has been clearly confirmed again such as the 
previous simulation by the physical three-dimensional simulation.  
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